
Subject: The Hezarkhani shot
Posted by Tufa on Fri, 24 Jun 2011 00:43:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

 :flower: This is a real Gem!

Video analysis on the Longintro-Ghostplane: Longintro, DVD_2, part 1
This cut is REALLY AWFUL and I claim in the GRN film, that everyone of the many
researchers, have come out with their own trophy!!

Therefore, this is a list of some of the video errors; check it out and come back with some
additional errors!
 The vortex of the plane is missing. This ALONE invalidates the entire take, as the Plane is a
Fake!  
 The Plane cannot fly through the steel lattice faÃ§ade of the WTC Tower. Backed from behind
with 100mm concrete floors. 
 The Plane cannot "fly" in the tower; fuselage is 5m diameter and floor distance is 12" or
3.658m.
 There is no debris ejected from the "crash". This is yet another point that BY ITSELF
completely invalidate the entire video.
 The weaker wing tips and tail fin can also slice 17,400 mm2 cross-section-area steel beams.
Fantastic!
 Even more FANTASTIC is that, on the video, the steel faÃ§ade temporarily mend itself behind
the wing. Speechless!!
 The amount of ejected fuel could be 180m3 but you can only fill 90m3 in the plane. "Official
account" estimate it to be only 34m3. If half of this burn outside the Tower, the Fire-Ball would
be approx 10x too large. 
 You cannot fly fast at low altitude; aim accurately at the Tower, and especially not do these
two at the same time!!
 There is no reaction, due to impulse, on the Tower. We have NEVER seen that on any video,
at least up to now. 
 When the 2nd "Plane" is coming in, the camera zoom out and capture the plane diagonally in
the frame. That's is very difficult. The camera also let the plane fly within the frame, and don't
try to pan keeping the "Plane" centred. That is also very difficult. (This you should try yourself.)
 Hezarkhani is supposed to be on the top deck of a Tour boat. But even when he zoom out
completely, not a single object in view can confirm this. There is no rope, fence, object or any
other passenger that comes into view.
 There are two different sound tracks from the cut!! (As usual, should I add?)
 The "audience" is screaming the usual "Ohh-Myyy-Gawwwd". That don't add to the credibility
of the cut. It is a studio-psyke-threat soundtrack.
 There are MANY rendering errors. One of them is that the "19 Rector Street" building is
missing in the Hezarkhani video. (A theory/conspiracy is that an early version of the
GoogleMaps had the hight of the building set to zero hight. It is more likely the other way
around; Zero hight to match the Hezarkhani video.) "FCS"-Future Combat System, military
thing to fight a war aided by a 3D model of the terrain.
 "pumpitout.com" a known conspiracy central, have produced an "interview" with Mr. Michael
Hezarkhani. The value is limited, as it can not be confirmed. It is unclear if Michael Hezarkhani
exists at all! In any case he refuse to answer questions about the video. Especially he cannot
explain from where he took the video.
 The "Plane" seems to have a "Pod" underneath the fuselage, that is ejected prior to the
impact. 
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 Some versions also have a bright flash when the rendered "Plane" impacts.
 The whereabouts from where the video was taken is also a "mystery"! The exact location don't
exist. You cannot take the camera more backwards than the harbour water line. In reality there
are many lamp-posts, trees and other obstacles. The tree-line in the video was arbitrarily
inserted to produce a nice shot.
 To GRN I suggested that the trees to be declared TRANSPARENT by law!
 SUBLIMINAL PICTURES: these mind-converting images produce the horror, scare and
mental blocking that make an audience accept the video. YOU CANNOT PROTECT
YOURSELF FROM SUCH MATERIAL. Good thing is, that it is time-limited and become
weaker if you watch the video several times. If you are certain the video is a FAKE, that also
helps!
 Subliminal picture: The Ghost (also on Time magazine)
 Subliminal picture: The Panda/Dog
 Subliminal picture: The Heart
 Subliminal picture: The Bear-Pet. The pet also have a smaller bear in her knee.
 Subliminal picture: The angry face
 Subliminal picture: The small doggy
 Subliminal picture: AND THE MAN WHO HOLD A HAND IN FRONT OF HIS FACE: Hair,
neck, chin, nose, hand with 4 fingers, two eyes, forehead; he opens his eyes and close them
again. Don't miss it!!
 Subliminal picture, summary, the ENTIRE smoke cloud is  packed with angry terrible things
that are coming to bite you! Snakes, spiders, and things like that!
 The fire from the tower was not properly rendered to all frames, it has a much lower update
frequency. Proven fake! Again, again, and again!!
 The left wing of the "Plane" pass in front of a building in the background. It now happens that
the rendering software masks the wing during the pass, so it looks like the building is in front of
the plane.(How about that?)

Video, about that this Ghostplane isn't even acceptable as fiction,
WAKE THE FUKK UP!!
911_clips_collection_to_tufavideo_net.torrent:
Hardware_and_Physics\1978 MOVIE MOCKS 911 CRASH PHYSICS.flv

File Attachments
1) The_Hezarkhani_Ghostplane_shot.jpg, downloaded 2397 times

Subject: Re: The Hezarkhani shot
Posted by Tufa on Wed, 18 Jul 2012 02:20:08 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

A DETAILED analysis of this video-fake is in "Longintro" where the entire DVD2 is needed
simply to list the most important video errors: 
911_WTC_Longintro_Tufavideo_DVD_2010.torrent 
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The 19 Rector Street is a house that, unfortunatly, went missing in the video-render!
It is a yellow skyscraper, see this clip:
911_clips_collection_to_tufavideo_net.torrent:
Hardware_and_Physics\The 19 Rector Street Building.flv

Subject: Re: The Hezarkhani shot
Posted by Tufa on Wed, 18 Jul 2012 11:13:11 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

We can also add these two clips analysing the "crash":
You find them HERE.

Subject: Re: The Hezarkhani shot
Posted by Tufa on Thu, 19 Jul 2012 04:48:12 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The missing vortex from the plane.
This error apply to all known shots where you can see the smoke from the "Plane" impact.

Subject: Re: The Hezarkhani shot
Posted by Tufa on Mon, 06 Aug 2012 14:10:15 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

911_clips_collection_to_tufavideo_net.torrent:
TV\Ghostplane_TV2_G4.flv

File Attachments
1) Ghostplane_TV2_G4.jpg, downloaded 1769 times

Subject: Re: The Hezarkhani shot
Posted by Tufa on Mon, 06 Aug 2012 18:11:26 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

911_clips_collection_to_tufavideo_net.torrent:
TV\TV4_Ghostplane_shot_TV4_F13.flv

This show the defining moment, when THE WTC WALL HAS MENDED ITSELF.
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(The TV4 know very well that this is a fake.)

File Attachments
1) TV4_Ghostplane_shot_TV4_F13.jpg, downloaded 2371 times

Subject: Re: The Hezarkhani shot
Posted by Tufa on Fri, 06 Mar 2015 12:51:06 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

In the ghostplane video, the "Plane" go behind a building. There is something completely
wrong with the perspective, but I think that a typical flight path actually shall go behind the
building, that is front of the flight path. 
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